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Love is Like Peace

Love is like peace.

There are no fights

but calm understanding.

A feeling of happiness

fills the air,

and our minds

are clear.

A sense of respect is showing.

It is not locked inside.
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WHEN YOU GONE SEN ME A MAN

DEAR LAWD,
WHEN YOU GONE SEN ME A MAN?

SEEMS TO ME I NEED TO GIVE YOU A
HELPING HAND.

YOU DONE 'VEALED TO ME YO' DI-

VINE PLAN AND I THOUGHT FOR SHO' BY
NOW LAWD THAT YOU'D DONE SEN ME A
MAN.

LAWD YOU 'MEMBER ME, I'M YOU
FAITHFUL SURVANT DOWN HERE STRUG-
GLIN'. I DONE SAID MY PRAYERS AND
TOLD YOU HOW I WANT HIM, OH PLEASE
DEAR LAWD WHEN YOU GONE SEN ME A
MAN.

BROTHA MAN SHO' LOOK GOOD TO
ME, AND HE'S XACTLY THE WAY THAT I

WANT HIM TO BE. I DONE SPOKE THE
WORD, DONE DANCED A SHOUT, NOW
PLEASE MY LAWD WHEN YOU GONE HELP
ME OUT.

SO MANY NIGHTS I STAYED UP AND
CRIED, AND I 'CLARE LAWD I WAS FIT TO
BE TIED. I SEEN SOME WAIT SO LONG TILL

THEY JUST SHRIVELED UP AND DIED.

PLEASE TELL ME LAWD WHEN YOU
GONE SEN ME A MAN.
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Richard Aries, Chief Editor

When asked the definition of poetry, students always at-

tempt to begin the dialogue with a mention of rhyme, me-

ter and rigid grammatical structures. Inevitably, though,

there is always one student who ventures forward with the

feelings that poetry elicits, and the need for freedom in

form for expressing ideas. Shortly the entire class is en-

meshed not only in bringing forth the feelings associated

with a favorite work, but is actually engaged with com-

municating those feelings. It is this that comprises poetry.

In all people a great miracle occurs inside the cranium and

gives the power to reason and contrive entire worlds.

Sadly, though, the senses conspire constantly to isolate

the mind from the entirety of the real world. So, through-

out life humans attempt to reach out and share as much as

possible of that private world which skulks in the shadows

of thought. In moments of vanity, fleeting answers and

reconciliations help to provide a nearly complete feeling

of wholeness. Ultimately, though, the mind and body stay

plagued and blessed with battles derived from failing lines

of communication.

Poetry is, then, a strangely intangible, almost ethereal

means of maintaining communication across boundaries.

With poetry the mind communicates feelings, nuances,

ideas, and other subtle measures of the meaning. With

poetry, the spirit itself reaches out and caresses. Betwixt
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two worlds which might otherwise never be bound to-

gether, poetry incites epic emotions and makes common
bonds known. Ever the enchanting spirit, the poem darts

through the mind, briefly touching and being a part of the

inner world of another.

Through poetry, every world can see that it shares losses

and loves and far more than a piece meal of stone soup.

Here, in this book, lies a part of the worlds within. Re-

member as you read each of these words that the spirits

haunting you are the essence of another: that the poet is

allowing you to glimpse a part of something very real and

perhaps very painful. Nonetheless, something all too hu-

man.

James Litton Howard, Associate Editor

Writing is too special and too sacred to talk about. Just

do it! However, there are several people I would like to

thank for my writing abilities. The memory ofmy grand-

mother, Fay Litton Howard, has kept me going for years.

Mrs. Marcia Daniell and Dr. Frances Kerr, I thank you for

being two of the greatest teachers on Earth. —Jamie
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Loneliness

Stop! Shh, listen. Does one hear those

footsteps? It is the sound of loneliness plunder-

ing through the desolate and deserted path of

everyone's life. The profound sound appears to

search for someone or anyone to understand.

Up ahead, what does one see? Oh, one sees

someone's face filled with faint and discrete

wrinkles sagging from cheek to cheek. Sadness

accompanied by emptiness fills the agonizing

air. With each thud of the foot falling to the

ground, one plunges deeper and deeper into de-

spair. The bare, fearful path so patronizing and

taunting practically screams, "This cannot be

happening to me!" There is no particular per-

son, place, or thing, but only hollowness that

seems to ring through the empty air. Striking

here and there, it seems as though the body is

being bashed everywhere. One's disheartening

thoughts seem so hard to repair. The signs of

one's glazed eyes, lowered head, and slumped

back practically scream to everyone, "Do not

try to mend this brokenness!" So no one tries

to mend that broken path, but instead leaps onto

higher roads.
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Autumn Roses

Stems that have outgrown the summer wave,

indifferent, in the dampening air.

Leaves, their sap surrendered.

He curled and yellow, turn flaccid brown;

food for vigorous wriggling worms.

Among these mottled, mildewed victims

an undefeated beauty smugly shows her wares,

her lovely layers of pink perfection,

and beckons still with hint of musk.

Another rose, unnoticed, droops on weakened

stem.

A rain-soaked, sun-taut skin of petals

encases the bloom within.

This ripening bud, its glorious unfurling,

stunted and unseen, remain a secret.

Now, a mere touch releases the flower from bur-

den

and sends fluttering to the ground

petals colorless and unperfumed.
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Synapse

Bleached of blood and flayed of flesh

stark bone emerges, the hard enduring core.

And brain resumes control;

tweaks cords, sparks gaps, ignites.

Obedient limbs shift gears of day's machine

and stop

for intermittent rest.

The ceaseless burden pulls and pares

away at strength, yet whittled bone stands

proud and will not die.
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Greater Love Hath No Man

I've got to do something! With every pass-

ing moment another ofmy men falls wounded,

maimed, maybe killed. My unit cannot even re-

treat, let alone attack, under the murderous fire of

those three enemy machine guns. We are caught

between Scylla and Charybdis, with me ill-cast in

the heroic role of Odysseus. I don't want to think

about what I'm doing as I grab grenades from my
protesting sergeant, then charge into the mouth of

Hell. I silence the evil rapport of the two closet

guns. It's a miracle I'm still untouched, and the

realization frightens me. I want to run back to

safety now, nut my mission isn't over yet. I mur-

mur a quick litany against fear; to think is to fear;

to fear is to stop; to stop is to silence all my men
to death. I leap, as if from starting blocks, straight

at my nemesis. My whole being screams in rage.

The hated gun spews all its antagonism at me,

completing our personal circle of death. I am cut

down just as I throw, and don't know if I threw

true. Did I save my men? Oh, God, please don't

let my sacrifice be in vain! I didn't want to die; I

had to do it. It was the best I could do...
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Now Breaks the Seal of Earth

An aquifer accretes in mystery

At Earth's caverned core. Its waves beat and bore

Two channels through the roof of rock, ignore

Mere gravity with will to chisel free.

An aquifer requires this mastery:

To win, to access light and air, to soar

Then spring from rock like islands aborning,

Volcanic peaks that brim above the sea.

The channels' chant of water's beat and sound

Now breaks the seal of Earth: a spring unbound.

Its smile ripples as currents rise and pass

Like transient patterns in windblown grass.

The silver spring inspires turquoise from sky.

The peace of welling water never dies.
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He Walks Alone

I look into the mirror.

The person I see is alone.

He is waiting

for his moment in time.

He walks alone

thinking of tomorrow only.

Knowing tomorrow will come

and wishing today would pass,

he knows one day

tomorrow will never come.

That is the day when

his soul will be set free.

And I realize

that the person in the mirror

is Me.
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When the Heart Dies

When the heart dies,

you will know.

When the heart dies,

you will feel

Your soul harden

and the eyes

Once so bright,

will shine no more.

But you cannot stop

for it is just one loss

Of many you shall take.
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Untitled

Bitter brown, slow-twisting river,

throat-tightened, tamed by ice,

utters muffled phrases

within its treacherous, tarnished silver shelter.

A spiral of mist, soul of warmth never born,

rises, drifts, and dies in the arms of the variable

air.

A stump, vacant, unraveling relic,

slumps amid a sheaf of haggard weeds, while

a sapling, taut wires of galvanized gray and con-

ceited green,

juts upright, gnomon-like.

In the powdery light of the insufficient sun,

it inscribes its indecipherable lines

onto the water's stiffened and indifferent face.
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Gentleness in the World

Have you ever wanted a gentle touch, or

instead of all the bright lights of a city, you pre-

ferred the lazy, lax view of a cow grazing along a

countryside? To see the beauty of the majestic

mountains or behold the cascades of a raging sea

seems to purge me of all my mental infirmities.

It boggles my mind, yet I can believe that a

God so great could create a world so wonderfully

intriguing in only six days. And I can believe that

in only a short length of gazing. This splendor of

happenings can also soothe a world of mental

calamities.

If ever I want to cry, the moonlight seems

the best time to do it. The light in a darkened sky

reassures me that after night the sun comes in the

morning.

If ever I'm sick, the snow tells me that af-

ter a cleansing of winter snow, all the imperfec-

tions of sickness are washed away.
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Assassination

His head is centered in the cross hairs ofmy scope.

His name is Eric, and he is my best friend. I have in my hands

a rifle that could not miss nor fail to kill. We both have a job

to do, and it is tearing me apart.

The rifle that I hold is a specially modified Reming-

ton model 788. With it, and the scope, I can place a bullet

within a five inch circle at 400 meters. At 800 meters, I can

still "touch" a man-sized target anywhere and cause a wound.

Accuracy with this combination is assured but it is

not needed. The bullets, or "rounds" that I am using guaran-

tee a kill. Hours of painstaking, exacting work with dental

instruments produce a round that is fitted perfectly to the bar-

rel of the rifle. The center of the round contains just a few

ounces of mercury. Mercury is virtually impossible to re-

move under the best of conditions, but with the violence of a

bullet impact, the mercury is spread throughout the wound.

Only the smallest amount is needed to poison the system and

cause death.

They trained us. They made us realize our potential,

and we are good. We have been trained in the woods of

North Carolina. We have learned how to endure rain, snow,

sleet, heat, and impossible postures not for minutes, or even

hours, but for days. Barely moving, barely breathing, we
learned to wait for the target to appear. Then we wait for the

shot. We were trained by United States Army snipers and

Green Berets. They are the best. We are better.

We have been ordered to this small, and in our eyes,

insignificant country to assassinate a political leader whom
our leaders have decided is more of a threat alive, than dead.

Neutralize, takeout, eliminate, kill, assassinate, all words to

describe murder. Murder in cold blood.

Our leaders, we have dubbed as "they" for conve-

nience sake. They like these words that allow their con-



science to rest easy. They have ordered us here, and we have

a job to do.

Eric has his orders and they are easy. Simply take

out the target. We are 500 meters away from the anticipated

target area. This is a little over a quarter of a mile and will

allow us to begin our exit before the bullet even finds its

mark. Hitting the target is easy, and as soon as he fires, Eric

will begin to move.

Since I consistently outshoot him in training, Eric

believes that he is the designated "shooter" for this mission

and that I am his backup in case he misses. He is wrong. I

am a little higher and behind Eric, and I have additional or-

ders. I am to watch and make sure Eric hits the target. If

Eric misses, or for some reason he does not take the shot, it

would fall on me to neutralize the target and then take out

Eric.

I am dreading the "green" light message from my
headset radio. Am I centered in another set of cross hairs in

case I fail my mission? Can I kill in cold blood? Can I kill a

friend I would trust with my own life? What will this action

do to my belief in a just, and benevolent, God?

These questions have to be pushed to the back ofmy
mind, for to keep my sanity I must believe in my orders, and

hope my God is as forgiving as I believe him to be. I must

justify the morality of the moment in the fact that I volun-

teered to protect my country against all enemies both foreign

and domestic and that I am following orders. Small concilia-

tion.

The target appears, and it's a clean shot for there are

no obstructions. I apply light tension on the trigger, and I

breathe shallow to allow for the quick hold that is required

for an accurate shot. Haifa pound more pressure and the

targets' heads would be destroyed. I wait for the green light

message.

The radio crackles lightly, and I hear a faint "Red

light, abort, repeat... abort mission." I do not reply, instead I

confirm the cancellation with Eric by hand signals. We secure

our gear and wait for our extraction that will come later that

night. My questions unanswered; my fears delayed.
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Ecclesiastes Song

(Chorus)

Lord I'm so tired from chasing the wind,

And trying to hold it in my hand,

Please bring these cravings to an end,

And rescue me from this sinking sand.

Peace and contentment is what I need.

To flow through this heart, so bound up with greed.

All is Vanity, that's what I read,

I know that it's true when I view my life's deeds.

(Verse 1)

The wind blows to the north

And then back to the south

The river runs to the sea

Then returns to the clouds

The sun climbs the sky

Only to fall

I have seen little

Yet I've seen it all

That which has been done is what will be done

That which was, is what will be.

There is nothing new under the sun.

Nothing new for me to see.

(Repeat Chorus)

(Verse 2)

What does a man profit

From all of his toil.

Owning a business,



Or working the soil.

He just leaves it all

To the next one in line

That's how it's been

Since the beginning of time.

Money and wealth promise happiness untold.

But they only bring a hollow delight.

They bring the prestige, the power, the gold,

But keep me from my sleep in the night.
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A poem I would like to write

would be about the dark and light

would tell of mother nature's way

and of predator and prey.

I'd write about when time stood still,

the summer's heat and winter's chill.

I'd write about the times of man
and the dawn, when things began,

a forest thick and overgrown.

I would write of all that's great,

of true love, and all the hate.

I'd write of where the ducks go

when winter comes and ponds are froz'n.

I'd tell all my greatest memories,

and maybe some atrocities.

I'd tell you everything I could.

I really, really and truly would.

But life is short,

and I have not the time

besides my paper has run out of lines.
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A Reflection of Hope

She let it ring.

It was Sunday, so she let the telephone

ring, and it kept ringing. She could not sleep now
because of its incessant and seemingly urgent bar-

rage of rings. She slowly rolled over onto her pil-

low and smirked as she counted the number of

rings. She knew it would not stop. She picked it

up.

"Doesn't your landlady know you live in

her building?"

"Aunt Lois...," the girl tried to interrupt.

"I try to keep you straight an' good, but I

can't if you don't answer the phone...."

"Aunt Lois!" the girl shouted.

"What?" the parrot-like voice halted.

"I told you not to ask for Lila Luds."

"What. Don't you live there?"

"No, 'Lila' doesn't live here. Henrietta

Shelley lives here. I really wish you'd try to re-

member that."

"What for? You're never gonna be on

stage any way. You're just a bar maid, and you

don't need no fancy name for doin' that!"

The girl sighed, and it was a sigh that

seemed to come from within the very depths of her

body. She hung up the phone without saying

good-bye.

She began to glance around her room as



she tried to shake the sad feeling that enshrouded

her. Her gaze flitted from her frilly curtains to the

stack of Vogues and Saturday Evening Posts to her

half-empty perfume bottles to the scarves to her

drooping flowers and finally to the Victrola that

played her only record of Bennie Goodman tunes.

She then rested her eyes on the dress she

had placed on the closet door the night before.

She watched it swing back and forth in the sum-

mer wind that was also sucking the frilly curtains

out of the window. She stared blankly at the dress,

wondering why her aunt always had to bother her.

Why was she always calling her and reminding her

of her poor childhood in the broken-down tene-

ment house? Why, upon hearing her voice, did she

always want to escape from her past? Every Sun-

day morning phone call was a reminder of how
desperately she wanted to change her identity.

"I must try. I will try!" she yelled.

The same wind that blew across her room

and sucked the curtains out of the window landed

on a pad where, scrawled in ink, "AUDITION-
GRANT'S THEATRE GROUP-MONDAY
4:00."
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Amidst the Festival

Amidst the Festival

So lonely I am
So frightened I stand

But brooding on the Mountain

Fountain

(Oh Muses,

Sweet Muses)

To attain

A mind

Full of Rapture.
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Ionic Pentameter

This is a true tale, it happened to me.

In the lab it was getting late you see.

I mixed vials of verbs with beakers of nouns.

I form'd sentences, but none were compound.

The flame was too hot: Burnt my storyline.

I lost my bottle full of nat'ral rhymes.

Mixed in wrong tenses and I could not spell.

It was not long before I was expelled.

I learned my lesson, well enough I hope.

But just in case I wrote myself a note.

Don't ever read your English book, I plea.

Just before dozing off in chemistry.
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Tarnished Silver

His name... well, I won't say. Straight and

lean he was, with a thin face and sunken cheeks.

His hair was slicked back on a head that seemed

somewhat out of proportion to his narrow rounded

shoulders. Attired in a plaid shirt neatly tucked

into a pair of khaki pants, and feet shod with white

socks and penny loafers, he had the '60's look

from head to toe. A city slicker, some said, but he

was my knight in shining armor, come to rescue

me from poverty and abuse. His horse was a brand

new blue '66 Chevelle with a powerful 396 en-

gine. When he chauffeured me around in that

thang, I felt like a queen. His deep Elvis-like

voice spoke words of comfort when I was down or

hurting. "I love you," he'd say, "and it's gonna be

OK." And it was OK for a time, but somehow
over the years love waned and his affection was

showered on another. "What went wrong?" I

asked myself "How did the queen become court

jesterT Deprecating words, belittling words re-

duced the queen to house dummy. Disparaging

words killed... like a sword. The lips that once

whispered sweet nothings in my ear began to spew

forth criticism and nothing sweet with increasingly

damaging results. Whack! One final blow, and it

was over. The knight who had rescued me from

one kind of poverty and abuse, thrust me
into... well, I won't say.
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When the Wind Brings Rain

When the wind brings rain,

The wood's fragrance

Sweetens the streams.

Where bright wildflowers dream

Along with trees and leaves

That are dark, deep green.

And along the stream

Eddies whirling

Round and round.

When the wind brings rain.

The scent of wet grasses

And fragrance of steaming earth

Perfume the land.

Reminding me ofmy home.

In an opposite zone

-far away.
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Untitled

I am a mirror.

No one can see me.

Only my reflection.

Jessie S. McClain

Chains

Ferocious blind love,

Chains me to your heart.

I am a prisoner

For all eternity.

Sue Thies
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Streaming

Take me
to the graying yellow edge

of a building at dusk,

to walk on edges

step

then fly.

You flash

like sunlight off windows;

I push to stream with you

on your way past

towers.
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